Historical Fiction
Student Self-Reflection Sheet

Name ___________________________ Date _______________

Title of Historical Fiction Story ____________________________________________

Date Completed __________________________________________________________

1. Why did you choose this idea for your historical fiction story?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

2. What did you learn about yourself as a writer? Think about the mini-lessons taught with this genre.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. If you had to write another historical fiction story, what would you do differently? For example, would you pick a different idea, choose a different problem and solution, change the setting, include more or less dialogue, change the point of view (first/third), write a stronger lead or ending?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

4. What was easy about writing your historical fiction story?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

5. What was hard about writing your historical fiction story?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

6. As you worked on this story, what connections did you make? (to yourself, to other stories, to events around you)
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________